SCALABLE SECURITY SUITE
Full-service security, built to scale

Scalable Security Suite is a tailored suite of services that takes on the burden
of dealing with cybersecurity, so you can focus on what matters most: running
your affairs.
Our partnerships enable us to provide growing organizations with
technology and services often only available to organizations with
500+ employees. As your organization scales personnel and business
requirements over time, the Scalable Security Suite is designed to
adapt alongside those needs.
Scalable Security Suite provides the components necessary to build
and maintain a strong, enterprise-level security posture, including:
Managed Security Services (MSS) An essential component to any
Scalable Security Suite solution, our MSS is a customizable solution
that handles your day-to-day security needs and begins with a core
of 24/7 monitoring, alerting, and incident response.
Comprehensive Security Assessment Our initial discover will help
you to determine the most prevalent gaps in your current security
posture. We go beyond the ordinary cyber assessment to understand
and mitigate acute physical and human-centric vulnerabilities that
could have an effect to your operations.
Professional Services From hardware provisioning and device
management to asset tracking and endpoint protection, we’ll
assess and build the right security environment for your unique
needs, carefully preserving and augmenting previous efforts and
subscriptions as appropriate.
Confidentiality This is an essential ingredient for a successful
security program. We provide privacy, confidentiality, and discretion
for the organization and end-user.
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Already have
some of your
own technology
in place?
No problem.
Our technology-agnostic
approach allows us
to incorporate into
your environment while
preserving your existing
subscriptions and
resources as needed.

How Does It Work?

The right-sized, tailored services you need today to ensure a safer tomorrow.
Step 1: Start with a Foundation of Core
Managed Security Services (MSS)
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All of our Scalable Security Suite solutions begin with a foundation of MSS,
which includes monitoring for threats and abnormal activity, alerting for a
potential incident and providing recommended remediation actions.
Bonus: By starting with a foundation of Core MSS, you get preferential
pricing when you add on our professional service offerings.
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Step 2: Vulnerabilities and Needs Assessment
Our assessment process is tailored to your industry and size and is designed
to understand your greatest vulnerabilities, budget, business priorities, and
current technology.

Step 3: Recommend Custom Combination of Services
to Address Your Security Needs
Based on the findings from the assessment, we will propose a
custom solution that is most suited to your current risks and needs,
with some possible offerings including insider threat planning, secure
communications, penetration testing, and hardware provisioning.
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Step 4: Customize Your Solution as Your Needs Change
As your business evolves, our solution evolves with you. We will make
recommendations to add or drop certain services over time, so you are
receiving the right solution for your needs, today and tomorrow.
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